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THE FREEDOM TO MARRY MUST NOT BE DENIED

Gay and lesbian couples in long-term committed relationships, many of whom
are raising children together, are denied the right to marry by Arizona’s
exclusionary law restricting civil marriage to different-sex couples. This leg-

islated limitation on whom one may marry excludes families headed by same-sex
couples from a profound and vitally important social and legal institution. That
institution exclusively provides access to countless legal benefits and protections—
and affords unique societal and personal significance to the relationship.1
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be forced to testify against a spouse)
Contrary to common misconceptions,

there are only a small number of equiva-
lent protections that may be cobbled
together for couples excluded from mar-
riage (e.g., health care powers of attorney,
guardianship papers, wills), and these are
available and enforceable only at a signifi-
cant cost that not everyone can afford.3

Moreover, the “domestic partner” bene-
fits increasingly offered by public- and pri-
vate-sector employers to provide insur-
ance, child care and other benefits to the
families of unmarried employees are not
equivalent to the benefits enjoyed by mar-
ried employees because, among other
things, the value of these benefits is treat-
ed as taxable income to unmarried
employees, while married employees
receive the benefits tax-free.4

Legal rights and responsibilities are not
the only issue. Marriage also includes a

vast web of social support. Marriage is an
important means to express personal and
spiritual values. It is central to our liberty
and happiness. Same-sex couples, for
whom marriage is every bit as meaningful
and appropriate as it is for different-sex
couples, along with their children, suffer
tremendous social harm due to exclusion
from this central institution. They and
their families are relegated to second-class
status. They are shut out of the most pro-
foundly important social and cultural
institution in our society. This is an intol-

erable affront to same-sex couples’ rights
to liberty, equality and happiness.

BIAS NOT A LEGITIMATE 
STATE INTEREST

It is well established as a matter of law that
the right to marry the person one loves is
so central to liberty and happiness as to be
a fundamental civil right. “The freedom to
marry has long been recognized as one of
the vital personal rights” guaranteed by
the U.S. Constitution.5 The Constitution
guarantees that one may marry that single
person in the whole world whom one
loves.6 One may marry from prison7; one
may marry despite failing the children of a
previous marriage8; and one may marry
across any ethnic or racial divide.9

The U.S. Supreme Court last year for
the first time recognized that the
Constitution entitles persons who are gay
or lesbian to the same freedoms, the same

personal rights and personal
liberties as non-gay persons,
including in the area of fami-
ly and domestic relations.
The Court held that the con-
stitutional guarantee of sub-
stantive due process overrides
the will of a state legislature
to criminalize certain private,
consensual, adult sexual activ-
ity.10 It recognized that the
constitutional guarantee of
due process protects against
unreasonable intrusions into

personal liberty in the area of “personal
decisions relating to marriage, procre-
ation, contraception, family relationships,
child rearing, and education.”11 The Court
expressly recognized that “persons in a
homosexual relationship may seek autono-
my for these purposes, just as heterosexu-
al persons do.”12 Thus, the denial to les-
bian and gay people of the freedom to
marry their partners must satisfy the strict
limits placed on governmental restrictions
of liberty under the Constitution’s due

WHAT’S AT STAKE
Civil marriage provides a panoply of 1,049
federal rights and responsibilities,2 as well
as hundreds of state rights and responsi-
bilities, that are largely unavailable
through any other means. These include:
1. protections after a spouse’s incapacita-

tion or death (e.g., priority in
guardianship or appointment as
guardian, conservator and medical
decision-making surrogate for an inca-
pacitated spouse; survivorship and
intestacy rights; spousal estate and gift
tax marital deductions; tax-deferred
transfer of spouse’s pension benefits
and IRA and 401(k) plan proceeds;
standing to file suit for spouse’s
wrongful death; right to priority in
disposition of spouse’s physical
remains; disability benefits; Social
Security benefits)

2. economic supports for family finances
(e.g., tuition credit and
scholarships for spouses of
those in public service; tax
deduction of spouse’s
medical expenses; joint tax
returns; community prop-
erty)

3. workplace and private sec-
tor safety nets (e.g., cover-
age under family health
insurance plans, family
medical leave to care for a
spouse; right to make
health care decisions for
an incapacitated spouse; right to visit
in the hospital with an ill spouse)

4. protections to care for children and
one another (e.g., legitimization of
children conceived through alternative
insemination, alimony, maintenance,
custody, and division of assets in event
of dissolution of the relationship)

5. informational privileges (e.g., right to
act on behalf of and receive informa-
tion about one’s spouse; right to con-
fidentiality of communications
between spouses; and privilege not to —continued on page 18
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ARIZONA COURT OF APPEALS
IN ERROR

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the
Arizona Court of Appeals recently reject-
ed a challenge to this state’s statutory pro-
hibition against same-sex marriage in
Standhardt v. Superior Court.19 The deci-
sion in Standhardt is flawed for many rea-
sons, including the following:
1. The court accepted as a “given” not

subject to challenge the argument that
marriage is “defined” as being
between a man and a woman. But the
State’s choice to discriminate in how
it “defines” who may marry is not
immune from judicial review. Courts
may not abdicate their responsibility
to safeguard constitutional rights by
deferring to legislative definitions that
perpetuate discriminatory restrictions.
There is no due process or equal pro-
tection exemption in the Constitution
for “definitions.”20

2. The court failed to give proper weight
to marriage as a fundamental right.21

It misinterpreted the U.S. Supreme
Court’s deci-
sion in
Lawrence v.
Texas as hav-
ing applied a
rational basis
test and
therefore as
having reject-
ed any funda-
mental right
for individu-
als in same-
sex relation-
ships. To the

contrary, the Supreme Court based its
decision in Lawrence on the funda-
mental liberty interest in privacy and
personal autonomy secured by the ear-
lier precedents on which it directly
relied.22 The “due process right to
demand respect for conduct protected
by the substantive guarantee of liber-

CIVIL MARRIAGE &
SAME-SEX COUPLES

process clause.
The constitutional guarantee of equal

protection requires that same-sex couples
be afforded the same rights as different-
sex couples.13 It is unconstitutional for a
state to discriminate on any basis in the
absence of a legitimate and sufficiently
weighty governmental interest.14 Bias or
prejudice is not a legitimate state interest;
thus, a state may not discriminate on the
basis of sexual orientation if the only gov-
ernmental interest in doing so is bias or
animus toward gay men, lesbians and
bisexuals.15 Similarly, a state may not dis-
criminate on the basis of sex unless it has a
legitimate and sufficiently important gov-
ernmental interest for doing so.16

Denying same-sex couples the right to
marry is an unconstitutional denial of sub-
stantive due process and equal protection
because it discriminates both on the basis
of sexual orientation and on the basis of
sex for no legitimate reason—as held by
supreme courts in Hawaii, Vermont and
Massachusetts.17 So long as there is a gov-
ernment-sponsored institution of civil

marriage, equal protection demands that
all persons be entitled to participate in this
institution equally. A woman must not be
denied the right to marry the person she
loves simply on the basis of her sex, just as
a person of color must not be denied the
right to marry the one he loves simply on
the basis of his race.18
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ty” recognized in Lawrence 23 obtains
only to safeguard fundamental rights.
Moreover, the reference in Lawrence
to the Texas statute not furthering a
“legitimate state interest which can
justify its intrusion into the personal
and private life on the individual”24 is
not an application of the rational basis
test (which is unconcerned with the
degree of a law’s intrusion) and can-
not be read to obliterate all that
comes before it that squarely grounds
the decision in a fundamental rights
analysis. The Supreme Court in
Lawrence had no need to evaluate the
adequacy of state interests that might
justify an intrusion on fundamental
rights because the state in that case
had conceded it had no “compelling”
interest to support the law.25 The
Court merely noted that Texas had
not advanced even a legitimate justifi-
cation for the measure’s burdens.
Thus, the Court had no need to go
any further under any level of scrutiny.

3. The Court of Appeals in Standhardt
failed to address the fact that
Arizona’s marriage law discriminates
on the basis of sex. “Rudimentary
principles of statutory construction
render manifest the fact that, by its
plain language, [A.R.S. §§ 25-101(C)
and 25-125(A)] restrict the marital
relation to a male and a female.”26 It is
the regulation of access to the marital
status and its concomitant rights and
benefits on the basis of the applicants’
sex that is at issue.27

4. The court mistakenly concluded that
the different-sex restriction upon mar-
riage is rationally related to the pro-
motion of procreation, which the
State has asserted as the basis for the
restriction. In fact, the different-sex
restriction upon marriage does not
promote procreation.28 The sterile and
the elderly are allowed to marry,
though they do not procreate; many
married heterosexual couples choose
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not to procreate; and many heterosex-
ual couples procreate outside the con-
text of marriage. Moreover, many
same-sex couples have children.29 In
any event, the State’s assertion that
civil marriage was established as an
institution to promote procreation is a
post hoc rationalization in response to
litigation, not an historic fact. Arizona
Revised Statutes § 25-101(B) express-
ly permits marriage of persons who are
“unable to reproduce.” The marriage
laws, both historically and presently,
are not about promoting procreation
but about property rights before, dur-
ing and after marriage.30

5. Finally, the court reasoned that preser-
vation of “the traditional institution of
marriage” is a legitimate justification
for refusing to give legal recognition
to same-sex unions. However, as
Justice Scalia pointed out in Lawrence,
this is “just a kinder way of describing
the State’s moral disapproval of same-
sex couples.”31 And mere moral disap-
probation of homosexual conduct is
“no legitimate state interest” for pur-
poses of proscribing such conduct.32

THE PAST DOES NOT 
DETERMINE THE FUTURE

Historic practice, without
some grounding in a legiti-
mate government purpose, in
itself cannot justify the depri-
vation of due process or equal
protection. That in the past
homosexuality was con-
demned by many based upon
“religious beliefs, concep-
tions of right and acceptable
behavior, and respect for the
traditional family,” and that
marriage had therefore his-
torically been defined as
applying only to different-sex couples,
does “not answer the question” whether
discrimination against gay and lesbian
families may be permitted to continue.33

As Massachusetts’ highest court held,
“Many people hold deep-seated religious,
moral, and ethical convictions that mar-
riage should be limited to the union of
one man and one woman, and that homo-
sexual conduct is immoral. Many hold
equally strong religious, moral, and ethical
convictions that same-sex couples are enti-
tled to be married, and that homosexual
persons should be treated no differently
than their heterosexual neighbors.”34

Neither view answers the legal question
whether the different-sex restriction on
marriage is constitutional.

The Constitution protects minority
rights in part because at times in history
the majority may not support those rights.
Equal protection “requires the democratic
majority to accept for themselves and their
loved ones what they impose on you and
me.”35 Were this not the case, we would
live in an era when states could still justify
anti-miscegenation laws and gender
inequities in marriage merely to avoid dis-
rupting the majority’s deeply held expec-
tations and beliefs. The wish to do so is
not a legitimate government interest,
much less a rational, exceedingly persua-
sive or compelling one. Thus, it cannot
survive any level of judicial scrutiny.

LESSONS FOUND IN 
ANTI-MISCEGENATION CASES

As with recent challenges to exclusion of
same-sex couples from civil marriage,

numerous challenges to the exclusion of
interracial couples from marriage were
defended in the name of long-accepted
definitions and deeply held beliefs. Finally,
anti-miscegenation statutes were declared
unconstitutional in the latter half of the
20th century. In case after case, legislation
prohibiting racial intermarriage had been
justified as unbending tradition rooted in
natural law.36 The reigning doctrine had
been that laws limiting marriage to part-
ners of the same race reflected a divinely
ordained definition impervious to consti-
tutional challenge.

That doctrine was not rejected by any
court in the United States until 1948,
when the California Supreme Court held
that the state’s anti-miscegenation law
violated the federal constitutional rights
to due process and equal protection.37

That decision, highly controversial at the
time, is now recognized as obviously cor-
rect. The recent decisions recognizing the
constitutional right to marriage equality
for same-sex couples in Hawaii, Vermont
and Massachusetts will, in time, be
regarded as equally obviously correct. By
contrast, the decision of the Arizona
Court of Appeals  in Standhardt will be
recognized as clearly wrong, just as the
decisions of Arizona’s Supreme Court in

anti-miscegenation cases,
once regarded as clearly cor-
rect, are now recognized as
entirely erroneous.

In its decision in In re
Walker’s Estate,38 the Arizona
Supreme Court described a
marriage between a Pima
Indian woman and a white
man as a “pretend marriage”
and declared the marriage to
be “illegal and void, and
impos[ing] no obligation on
either party thereto,” so that

the couple’s daughter had no inheritance
rights. The only rationale the Court
offered was that the Arizona territorial
law provided by definition that “all mar-
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riages of white persons with negroes,
mulattoes, Indians or Mongolians, are
declared illegal and void.”39

Similarly, in Kirby v. Kirby,40 the
Arizona Supreme Court rejected a consti-
tutional challenge to the State of
Arizona’s law prohibiting and making
void a marriage between individuals of
the Caucasian and of the African races.
The Court’s only reasoning on the con-
stitutional issue was that such race-based
restrictions upon marriage exist “in many
jurisdictions” and that there had only
been one case previously challenging the
constitutionality of such provision—a fed-
eral case arising out of Georgia—in which
the constitutionality of a similar anti-mis-
cegenation law had been upheld.41

In State v. Pass,42 the Arizona Supreme
Court affirmed both Walker and Kirby,
declaring, without analysis, “We are well
satisfied that the law, in so far as it forbids
a white person to marry an Indian or his
descendants, is constitutional. Indeed, all
the courts, we believe hold that.”43

It is obvious today that Walker, Kirby
and Pass all were wrongly decided by the
Arizona Supreme Court. They were effec-
tively overruled in 1967 by the U.S.
Supreme Court’s decision in Loving, and
thus are no longer the law in
Arizona. Standhardt was
equally wrongly decided,
based upon the same faulty
definitional and historical rea-
soning, and it is sure to be
overruled someday, as well.

OTHER 
JURISDICTIONS

It is inevitable that the United
States and Arizona will recog-
nize the freedom to marry for
same-sex couples, as well they
should. Other Western coun-
tries already recognize marriages as a fun-
damental freedom to which their citizens
in same-sex couples are entitled. Canada
allows same-sex couples the freedom to

marry.44 The Netherlands also allows
same-sex couples the freedom to marry.45

In addition, registered partnerships are
recognized for same-sex couples in
Denmark, Norway, Greenland, Sweden,
Iceland and Finland.46 France, Germany,
Hungary and Portugal all recognize a
form of marital relationship known as
“civil solidarity pacts” for same-sex cou-
ples.47 And other countries provide some
family recognition and protections at the
national level for same-sex couples,
including Australia, Brazil and Israel.48

One notable exception to the present
lack of legal recognition for same-sex cou-
ples in the United States exists in
Vermont. There, “civil unions” are
authorized by statute and provide all the
same legal rights and responsibilities as
civil marriage, but under a different
name.49 In addition, California provides
same-sex couples with virtually all of the
state rights and responsibilities of mar-
riage under the name “domestic partner-
ship.”50 Hawaii provides same-sex couples
with virtually all of the state rights and
responsibilities of marriage under the
name “reciprocal beneficiaries.”51 By May
2004, it is likely that Massachusetts will
become the first state to issue marriage

licenses and certificates to same-sex cou-
ples.52 A case is pending in New Jersey
that might result in civil marriages of
same-sex couples being legally approved

in that state, as well.53

ARIZONA PUBLIC OPINION
A recent poll in Arizona reveals that a
majority in this state (53 percent) support
allowing gays and lesbians to form civil
unions that would give same-sex couples
many of the same rights and benefits as a
married man and woman.540 Moreover, a
majority of Arizonans support recogniz-
ing marriages between same-sex couples
performed in other states.55 If a gay or les-
bian couple is legally married in another
state and later moves to Arizona, the
majority of Arizonans (52 percent) think
the marriage should be legally recognized
here.56

CONCLUSION
Ultimately, there is no real question
whether same-sex marriages should be
sanctioned by law. Rather, the only ques-
tion is when the courts in this country and
in this state will recognize that the free-
dom to marry is a fundamental right that
cannot be abridged on the basis of sexual
orientation or sex and thus must not be
denied to same-sex couples.
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clerk Yvonne Morris, as well as legal briefs
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1. This article addresses civil marriage—not reli-
gious marriage, which is a separate institution.
So long as any religion creates an institution of
religious marriage, the First Amendment to the
Constitution provides that the government
must not interfere with that religion’s blessing
of such marriages, or refusal to bless such mar-
riages. U.S. Const., amend. I “(Congress shall
make no law respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise there-
of.”); U.S. Const., amend. XIV (“No State
shall make or enforce any law which shall
abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens
of the United States.”). In other words, reli-
gious groups can refuse any couple’s request to
bless their marriage and can decline to recog-
nize a civil marriage. This is currently the case
with regard to different-sex couples who marry
legally, but whose marriages are not religiously
recognized, such as the Catholic Church’s
refusal to recognize second marriages of
Catholics who divorce, or Orthodox Judaism’s
refusal to perform religious marriages between
Jews and non-Jews. Ending discrimination
against same-sex couples in the context of civil
marriage will not change those refusal rights of
religious groups. Conversely, whether discrimi-
nation by the State in civil marriage is ended,
religious groups remain free to perform same-
sex religious weddings if they so choose.

2. See Gen. Accounting Office, Office of Gen.
Counsel, GAO/OGC-97-16, Defense of
Marriage Act 1-2 (1997) (listing 1049 laws in
the United States Code in which marital status
is a factor), available at .

3. For example, simple wills can cost anywhere
from $125 to $500 or more. And it costs $50
to register a domestic partnership in the City of
Tucson—nearly the same amount as a marriage
license costs. However, only two rights come
with such registration: (1) hospital visitation
within city limits; and (2) cost of use of city
facilities, such as parks, at the family rate. No
other jurisdiction in Arizona has a domestic
partner registry.

4. Similarly, the pension and 401(k) plan benefits
relied on to support surviving spouses of mar-
ried employees are drastically reduced for sur-
viving spouses in gay and lesbian couples, who,
unlike their legally married counterparts, must
pay a heavy tax on the entire retirement fund
when their partner dies.

5. Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1, 12 (1967)
(striking Virginia anti-miscegenation law and
acknowledging that “marriage is one of the
‘basic civil rights of man’”), quoting Skinner v.
Oklahoma, 316 U.S. 535, 541 (1942). See also
Maynard v. Hill, 125 U.S. 190, 205 (1888)
(describing marriage “as creating the most
important relation in life”); Cleveland Bd. of
Educ. v. LaFleur, 414 U.S. 632, 639-40 (1974)
(the Supreme Court “has long recognized that
freedom of personal choice in matters of mar-
riage and family life is one of the liberties pro-

tected by the Due Process Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment”); and Meyer v.
Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390, 399 (1923) (recog-
nizing right to marry, establish home and raise
children is central part of liberty protected by
due process).

6. The only exception is where there is a com-
pelling interest, such as a restriction on age to
prevent marriage of children and a restriction
on consanguinity to avoid incest. No such
compelling interest exists to preclude marriage
for same-sex couples.

7. Turner v. Safley, 482 U.S. 78, 97 (1987) (strik-
ing Missouri prison regulation prohibiting
inmates from marrying without prison approval
as violating prisoners’ fundamental right to
marry).

8. Zablocki v. Redhail, 434 U.S. 374, 384 (1978)
(holding Wisconsin law prohibiting person with
court-ordered child support obligation from
marrying without court permission
“interfere[d] directly and substantially with the
right to marry”).

9. Loving, 388 U.S. at 12.
10. Some have argued that the Court is unfairly

usurping legislative authority. But the
Constitution provides the guiding principles by
which our nation is governed and is the
supreme law of the land. As such, the
Constitution must override the democratic will
of the majority when necessary to prevent
injury to the fundamental rights and freedoms
of a minority. U.S. Const., art. VI (the
“Constitution … shall be the supreme Law of
the Land; and the Judges in every State shall be
bound thereby”).

11. Lawrence v. Texas, 123 S. Ct. 2472, 2481
(2003).

12. Id. See U.S. Const., amend. XIV (“No State
shall … deprive any person of … liberty …
without due process of law”).

13. U.S. Const., amend. XIV (“No State shall …
deny to any person within its jurisdiction the
equal protection of the laws”); Ariz. Const.,
art. II, § 13 (“No law shall be enacted granting
to any citizen [or] class of citizens … privileges
or immunities which, upon the same terms,
shall not equally belong to all citizens”).

14. See City of Cleburne v. Cleburne Living Ctr.,
Inc., 473 U.S. 432, 439-41 (1985).

15. See Romer v. Evans, 517 U.S. 620, 632 (1996)
(Colorado’s Amendment 2 fails constitutional
review because it is “inexplicable by anything
but animus towards the class it affects [gay
men, lesbians, and bisexuals]; it lacks a rational
relationship to legitimate state interests.”).

16. United States v. Virginia, 518 U.S. 515, 531
(1996).

17. See Baehr v. Lewin, 852 P.2d 44 (Haw. 1993)
(restriction of marriage to different-sex couples
constitutes sex-based discrimination and is
unconstitutional because it cannot survive the
level of scrutiny accorded to sex-based discrimi-
nation), reconsideration granted in part, 875

P.2d 225 (Haw. 1993). See also Opinions of the
Justices of the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial
Court to the Senate, slip op., SJC-09163 (Feb.
3, 2004); Goodridge v. Dep’t of Public Health,
798 N.E.2d 941 (Mass. 2003) (barring an
individual from the protections, benefits and
obligations of civil marriage solely because that
person would marry a person of the same sex
has no rational basis, much less any compelling
justification, and therefore is unconstitutional);
Baker v. Vermont, 744 A.2d 864 (Vt. 2000)
(restriction of marriage rights to different-sex
couples constitutes sexual orientation discrimi-
nation and is unconstitutional because it is not
rationally based).

18. See Baehr, 852 P.2d at 51-68 (Hawaii’s law
prohibiting marriage between persons of the
same sex is presumptively unconstitutional sex-
based discrimination in the same way that anti-
miscegenation laws prohibiting marriage
between persons of different races are unconsti-
tutional race-based discrimination). See also
Loving, 388 U.S. at 1 (Virginia’s anti-misce-
genation law prohibiting marriage between per-
sons of different races is unconstitutional
because, although it allows all whites to marry
and also allows all people of color to marry, it
does not allow them to marry one another);
Perez v. Sharp, 198 P.2d 17 (Cal. 1948)
(California’s anti-miscegenation law prohibiting
marriage between persons of different races is
unconstitutional on the basis that it violates the
federal rights to due process and equal protec-
tion).

19. 410 Ariz. Adv. Rep. 25, 27 ¶¶ 19-20, 77 P.3d
451, 457 (Div. 1, Oct. 8, 2003).

20. The “definitional defense” to discrimination
already has been soundly rejected in the con-
text of marriage equality. Anti-miscegenation
laws banning marriage between whites and
non-whites, once prevalent throughout this
nation, were defended by reference to defini-
tions of marriage that embodied historic
assumptions about marriage and race. The
landmark cases unmasking the illegitimacy and
legal inadequacy of such a justification demon-
strate that civil marriage cannot be withheld by
invoking historical definitions or unexamined
traditions. See Loving, 388 U.S. at 9 (“histori-
cal sources … are not sufficient”); see also
Perez, 198 P.2d at 17; Baker, 744 A.2d at 864;
and Goodridge, 798 N.E.2d at 948. The
Supreme Court in Lawrence has reaffirmed
“the fact that the governing majority in a State
has traditionally viewed a particular practice as
immoral is not a sufficient reason for uphold-
ing a law prohibiting the practice; neither his-
tory nor tradition could save a law prohibiting
miscegenation from constitutional attack.” 123
S. Ct. at 2483, quoting Bowers v. Hardwick,
478 U.S. 186, 216 (1986) (Stevens, J., dis-
senting).

21. See Loving, 388 U.S. at 12; Skinner, 316 U.S.
at 541; Maynard, 125 U.S. at 205; LaFleur,

CIVIL MARRIAGE &
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report. Data reveal that 31 percent of lesbians
and 23 percent of gay men have children
under the age of 18 living at home with them.
Facts & Figures About Marriage, Family , and
Same-Sex Couples, Lambda Legal, available at
www.lambdalegal.org/binary-data/LAMB-
DA_PDF/pdf/131.pdf.

30. It may be noted that the State in Standhardt
did not assert that child-rearing would be bet-
ter performed by different-sex couples. This is,
undoubtedly, because that argument has been
resoundingly rejected by courts that have con-
sidered it as an evidentiary matter, considering
expert testimony and professional studies. See,
e.g., Evans v. Romer, 882 P.2d 1335, 1340
(Colo. 1994), aff’d sub nom. Romer v. Evans,
517 U.S. 620 (1996). “Same-sex couples can
provide their children with the requisite nur-
turing, stable, safe, consistent, and supportive
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